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INTRODUCTION
Carkeek Park has an exceptionally high population of mountain beavers (MB). For
years forest restoration efforts have had to contend with MB damaging planted
seedlings; naturally regenerated seedlings are rare, presumably because of
foraging MBs. Damage up to 100 % is caused by: plants being pulled out entirely,
the top shoot or stem being cut at a characteristic diagonal angle and ‘harvested’,
and side branches being cut off (a MB can climb up to 7 feet in a sapling tree).
Efforts to minimize damage have been unsuccessful until recently; the most recent
effort has been putting wire cages around plants and this seems to at least limit
damage.
PREVIOUS EFFORTS
Efforts in the previous 6-10 years focused on putting ‘sleeves’ around the
seedlings, either ‘netted sleeves’ or ‘blue tubes’. Netted sleeves didn’t work
because a MB can climb up and push over the sleeve and plant, or wiggle under the
sleeve to reach the base of the seedling. Blue tubes did not work for several
reasons: (1) a MB can get in, and (2) plant mortality is high because of poor
ventilation inside the tube and seedlings getting moldy. Some other failed efforts
entailed using plastic container lids around the stem, cutup beer cans, upturned
containers. A volunteer suggested trying a chicken-wire cage. At first that
seemed to work, but the type of wire still provided MBs with a foothold for
climbing up and chewing off the leader.
CAGES
Finally heavy-duty fencing material was tried. In 2014 Michael Yadrick of Seattle
Department of Parks and Recreation supplied Carkeek Park volunteers with several
50-foot by 3-foot wire rolls. Openings in the wire are 2” by 4”. See Photo #1.
The 2” width of the opening prevents most MBs from pushing through, and the 4”
height of the opening makes it difficult for the MB to climb up to the top of the
cage.
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Preparing the Cages
Volunteers cut rolls of fencing wire into sections of 28”. When bent into a cageshape the diameter of the cage is ± 9”. For larger seedlings bigger cages can be
made.
Options for cutting 50-foot wire rolls into sections depending on cage size needed

Width of wire section

Cage diameter

28”

±9“

30”

± 9.5”

32”

± 10.2”

34”

± 10.8”

36”

± 11.5”

38”

± 12”

40”

± 12.7”

The bottom horizontal wire was removed so that there were spikes which could be
pushed into the ground. Also, each piece
was cut so that there were spikes along
one side which are used to bend and
secure the sides of a cage together. This
results in each section having a row of 4"
long spikes at the bottom and 2" long
spikes at one side. The long spikes serve
to “nail” the cage into the soil, the short
spikes serve to hold the wire section
together after it is bent into a tube
shape.
It took 3 volunteers working in unison on
one 50-foot roll about one hour to cut
cages. It was extremely helpful to work
on two picnic tables set end to end to
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Photo #1 – Notice 2” x 4” size of grid and
spike ends on bottom and left side

create a long work surface where the wire roll could be laid out and weighted with
heavy objects while each volunteer worked with a set of wire cutters.
Transporting cages
Installing cages significantly increases the work involved with planting. Volunteers
must carry cages and stakes to a planting site along with the plants. This work can
be tiring and frustrating when slopes and thick underbrush are encountered
getting to the planting site. However, volunteers seem willing to do this because
the outcome is that their planting efforts may have a higher probability of
success.
An efficient method for carrying cages is to bundle them into stacks of five and
then bend them in half.

Photo #2- Bundle of five cages bent in half
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After initially working with wooden stakes and zip ties, we started using fiberglass
rods instead. Rods are lighter, less bulky and zip ties are not needed because the
rod can be weaved through the openings.

Photo #3 - Fiberglass rod woven in cage
Installing Cages
Cages are installed after planting the seedling. Surrounding a plant with a cage is
best done by two volunteers rather than solo.
To get a cage to remain vertical on a steep slope, a moat is needed around the
uphill side of the plant.
Depending on the soil, the bottom of the cage and the supporting stake/rod can be
difficult to secure. A tool for pounding the stake/rod into the ground may be
needed. However, it is not always necessary to use stakes to secure cages. If the
ground is soft, the spikes can be pushed into the ground thus anchoring the cage.
If the plant has long side branches, then the volunteer must decide whether to
bend the branches to fit within the cage or to let them stick though the cage
openings. To minimize bending branches, volunteers began increasing the cages
from 28-inch sections to 32-inch sections when the second 50-foot wire roll was
cut. For some plants, two cages were combined to make one large cage.
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The crew found it advantageous to place flagging on the cages rather than on the
plants. This allows the flagging to be at a consistent height regardless of plant
size, and be more visible.
Removing Cages
As of August 2017, the only cages removed have been around plants which have
died. Since volunteers have caged plants for only two years, the following options
on cage removal are suggested but have not been tried.
•

Cage and rod can be taken away and reused if the plant has died

•
•

Cages should stay until the plant has outgrown MB browsing height.
When the cage is to be removed, lower branches that have grown through
the openings can be trimmed with a pruner prior to removing the cage.

RESULTS
It has been difficult to assess how well the cages work as a deterrent to mountain
beaver damage. Of the cages volunteers have installed (approximately 150), there
are three in which the plants have nevertheless sustained damages by mountain
beaver. Damage has been to the leader and to side branches which stuck out of
the cage. All the damage noticed so far appears to have been done by mountain
beaver climbing a cage as opposed to digging under a cage or climbing through an
opening in a cage. The current conclusion is that although cages do not stop all
damage, damage which is done is much less significant than damage to unprotected
plants.

Photo #4 Note diagonal cut
on leader
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An ancillary benefit of using cages is the visibility of plantings. Cages are not very
visible from a distance making them unobtrusive to the casual park visitor, yet
when stewards are trying to locate a plant for continued care, cages make locating
plants easier. Volunteers have flagged the cages rather than flagging the plants;
this allows the flagging to be at a consistent height regardless of plant size.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1. To create cages, have 3 people working together on one 50-foot roll. Each
person should have a wire cutter; two will cut the sides of the sections and
one will remove the bottom horizontal wire. Place the 50-foot wire roll on
two picnic tables positioned end to end and have a heavy object to hold down
the roll.
2. The size of plants to be planted should be taken into account when deciding
on the cage diameter; larger plants should have larger cages.
3. While installing a cage, have two volunteers work together. One person will
bend the cage around the plant and push it into the ground and the other
person will bend the spikes to close the cage and make sure the branches are
not broken or bent.
4. Supporting stakes are not necessary in all cases.
5. Attach flagging on the cage rather than on the plant.
6. Considerations for determining if a plant should be caged
o Likelihood of mountain beaver presence/damage
o Need to locate plant for aftercare
o Aesthetics for visitors in the park
o It is not necessary to use cages on small shrubs and groundcovers
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